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When a fourteen-year-old runs away, her parents turn to social media to find
her—launching a public campaign that will expose their darkest secrets and
change their family forever, in this suspenseful and gripping debut for fans of
Reconstructing Amelia and Gone Girl.

Don’t try to find me. Though the message on the kitchen white board is written in
Marley’s hand, her mother Rachel knows there has to be some other explanation.
Marley would never run away.

As the days pass and it sinks in that the impossible has occurred, Rachel and her
husband Paul are informed that the police have “limited resources.” If they want
their fourteen-year-old daughter back, they will have to find her themselves.
Desperation becomes determination when Paul turns to Facebook and Twitter,
and launches FindMarley.com.

But Marley isn’t the only one with secrets.

With public exposure comes scrutiny, and when Rachel blows a television
interview, the dirty speculation begins. Now, the blogosphere is convinced
Rachel is hiding something. It’s not what they think; Rachel would never hurt
Marley. Not intentionally, anyway. But when it’s discovered that she’s lied, even
to the police, the devoted mother becomes a suspect in Marley’s disappearance.

Is Marley out there somewhere, watching it all happen, or is the truth something
far worse? 
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Editorial Review

From Booklist
It’s every parent’s nightmare: to have a child go missing. Fourteen-year-old Marley, only child of Rachel and
Paul Willits, leaves a brief message that starts, “Don’t try to find me,” when she heads across country to be
with Brandon, the boy she fell in love with online. Increasingly distraught as the days pass, Paul mobilizes a
nationwide effort to find his daughter, while Rachel—her secrets made public—becomes more and more
suspect. Alternate narratives by mother and daughter gradually reveal the causes of Marley’s discontent and
the role played by her former therapist. Since it’s apparent early on that Marley is a runaway who hasn’t met
with foul play, despite police suspicions and rumor to the contrary, tension is built largely in personal
relationships. As the Willits’ marriage teeters, suffering body blows, the blooming love between Marley and
Brandon is held up to the light of day. This is an insightful novel from therapist Brown that ultimately seems
to be less a thriller than a cautionary tale for parents and teens. --Michele Leber

Review
“Don’t Try to Find Me will have you turning pages into the night, desperate to learn the terrible secrets
mother and daughter are hiding! This gripping debut novel is a mother’s worst nightmare.” (Dorothea
Benton Frank, New York Times bestselling author)

“Gripping, emotionally compelling and chillingly plausible. I loved it.” (Sophie Hannah, internationally
bestselling author of Kind of Cruel)

“Impossible to put down. You’ll be begging friends, family, your book club, and maybe even your therapist
(if you have one) to read DON’T TRY TO FIND ME. It’s the real thing.” (Meg Cabot, New York Times
bestselling author)

From the Back Cover

Don't try to find me.

Though the message on the kitchen whiteboard is in fourteen-year-old Marley's handwriting, her mother,
Rachel, knows there has to be some other explanation. Marley would never run away.

I'll be okay.

Marley's quiet. Innocent. Sheltered. Growing up in Northern California with all the privilege Rachel never
had, what does Marley know about taking care of herself? About being okay? Rachel might not know her
daughter at all. But she does know that she needs to find Marley before someone else does. Someone
dangerous.

I'll be better.

The police have limited resources devoted to runaways. Paul turns to Facebook and Twitter and launches
FindMarley.com. But Marley isn't the only one with something to hide. Paul's social media campaign
generates national attention, and the public scrutiny could expose Rachel's darkest secrets.

I love you.

http://localhost/gp/feature.html/?docId=1000027801


The blogosphere is convinced Rachel is hiding something. But Rachel would never hurt Marley. Not
intentionally, anyway. When it's discovered that Rachel lied to the police, the devoted mother becomes the
prime suspect in Marley's disappearance. Is Marley out there, somewhere, watching it all happen . . . or is the
truth something far worse?

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Crystal Sanchez:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also become a life style. This reading routine
give you lot of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge your information inside the book
this improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based on what kind of book you
read, if you want have more knowledge just go with training books but if you want really feel happy read one
with theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. Often the Don't Try To Find Me: A Novel is kind of
publication which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Connie Pauls:

This Don't Try To Find Me: A Novel are reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The
main reason of this Don't Try To Find Me: A Novel can be on the list of great books you must have is
definitely giving you more than just simple reading food but feed a person with information that might be
will shock your prior knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your
conditions at e-book and printed kinds. Beside that this Don't Try To Find Me: A Novel giving you an
enormous of experience for instance rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we realize it
useful in your day activity. So , let's have it appreciate reading.

Stephen Stovall:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that could give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can easily share their
idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their reader with their
story or maybe their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the books. But also they write about
advantage about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
young ones, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors in this world always try to improve
their ability in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write with their book. One of them is
this Don't Try To Find Me: A Novel.

James Pickett:

In this era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more special than
other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you have to do is
just spending your time almost no but quite enough to possess a look at some books. On the list of books in
the top listing in your reading list is Don't Try To Find Me: A Novel. This book and that is qualified as The



Hungry Mountains can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking up and review this book you
can get many advantages.
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